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April  19th 2017 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I have known Thomas Radonic for three years and it is with great pleasure that I write this letter of 
recommendation for him. There are only a few students that I have met in my 10 + years of 
teaching that are uniquely inquisitive and intelligent like Thomas. I have never seen him take 
 on a challenge that he did not complete without adding something more to what was requested. 
 
Thomas has a unique and very calm approach to problem solving. As an example, Thomas had to 
collaborate with team members and design a custom Robot manipulator. Thomas used excellent 
problem solving skills to conceptualize, design and build a manipulator that could accomplish a 
very defined task in more than one way. I have kept this unique design as an exemplar for my 
other classes. His collaborative skills, strong academic record and enthusiasm to learn allows for  
great ideas to nurture.  
 
I can point to many other endeavors that Thomas has been actively involved with ( Design club, FIRST Robotics 
Team Senior member) where he has always made a positive contribution and has shown leadership 
skills: Thomas has always lead by example with extra hours in the classroom, or after school and 
during lunches to complete projects and learning community initiatives. In my professional opinion, I know that 
any company would benefit by having Thomas Radonic as an employee. Please accept this as a letter of 
recommendation for his future endeavors. You can contact me via email or at home at any time. 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Tibor Torontali 
67 Cambridge Avenue 
Toronto Ontario 
M4K 2L2 
416 465 4867 
tibor.torontali@peelsb.com 
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